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Abstract

In order to evaluate the potential of solar bubbling fluidized bed receivers compared to other methods for the solar heating of gases at
high temperature, a thorough knowledge of the heat transfer of the receiver is necessary. Since the external energy source of the system is
radiative and because of high working temperatures, it is particularly important to model the radiative heat transfer to later predict the
temperature field in the solar receiver. The aim of this study is to model the radiative flux distribution in a fluidized bed by taking into
account the time-dependent absorption and scattering of light in the particulate medium. For this purpose, we propose a model using the
Monte Carlo Method as well as a time-dependent field of optical properties that was predicted using a Computational Fluid Dynamics
tool implemented with an Eulerian model. A statistical treatment using the k-distribution method was later applied to the time-depen-
dency of the radiative properties of the solar fluidized bed receiver. This method has proven to be useful to reduce computational time
while keeping a good accuracy. An experimental set-up was designed to validate the numerical predictions of the particle volume fraction
and the penetration of radiation into the fluidized bed. The good agreement of the current model with the experimental data confirms its
suitability.

Keywords: Bubbling fluidized bed; Radiative properties; Solar receiver; Monte Carlo Method; k-Distribution method; Time-dependent calculation

1. Introduction

Fluidized beds are conventionally used as media of ther-
mal exchanges for high temperature processes because of
their excellent performance in terms of heat transfer. To
improve the performance of thermodynamic cycles for
solar electricity production and to obtain temperatures
above 1000 K at the entrance of a turbine, technological
gaps involving direct gas heating in solar receivers would
need to be bridged. One of the best solutions would be to

use solid particles in a fluidized bed that are directly
exposed to the concentrated solar flux. The main advanta-
ges of the fluidized bed receiver are its thermal efficiency,
an improved resistance to thermal stress compared to
metallic and ceramic receivers and its adaptability to beam
down concentrators that allow producing electricity
directly on the ground. For these reasons, fluidized bed
solar receivers and reactors were designed and studied by
numerous scientists: Flamant and Olalde (1983), Haddad
and Elsayed (1988), Muller et al. (2003), Trommer et al.
(2005) and Chen et al. (2004). However, even nowadays,
some technical issues are still not well understood such as
the high radiative losses of the system and the appearance
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of hot spots on the walls of the receiver under high solar
flux.

To evaluate the potential of the fluidized bed solar recei-
ver and address its weaknesses, it is necessary to model heat
transfer and calculate the temperature field in the solar
receiver. Since the external energy source is radiative and
because of high working temperatures, it is particularly
important to model radiative heat transfer to later predict
the temperature field in the solar receiver and the thermal
fluxes on the walls of the receiver.

Several models have been used to predict radiative prop-
erties of fluidized particles and estimate radiative heat
transfer in fluidized beds. Two major types of methods to
determine radiative properties were used. The first one is
based on mathematical or empirical steady-state radiative
properties of the fluidized bed. In this category, we can
name Gordillo and Belghit (2010) or Mendes et al. (2008)
using the Rosseland approximation, Von Zedtwitza et al.
(2006) or Hua et al. (2004) using the Monte Carlo Method
(MCM), Selc!uk et al. (2002) using the Discrete Ordinates
Method (DOM) and Arancibia-Bulnes and Cuevas (2004)
using the P1 method. The second one is based on time-
dependent radiative properties that are calculated with
the help of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) tools.
In this category, we refer to the work of Reuge et al.

(2009) using the Rosseland approximation, Lathouwers
and Bellan (2001) using the six flux method or Klein
et al. (2007) using the MCM method.

However, only few studies paid attention to both the
time-dependence of the radiative properties of the fluidized
bed and the multiple scattering of light in the particulate
medium. For this reason, this paper focuses on determining
the time-dependent radiative properties of bubbling fluid-
ized beds to allow the calculation of the radiative source
term. The Radiative Transfer Equation (RTE) is solved
through its integral formulation using the MCM, which
takes into account the absorption and the multiple scatter-
ing of light in the particulate medium. An experimental set-
up was designed to validate the numerical predictions of
the particle volume fraction and the penetration of radia-
tion into the fluidized bed at room temperature.

2. Modeling methodology

2.1. Modeling of particle volume fraction

2.1.1. Modeling strategy
To our knowledge, no commercial CFD tool is capable

of predicting flow fields, temperature distributions as well
as convective and radiative fluxes simultaneously and

Nomenclature

q density (kg m!3)
a volume fraction (–)
DP pressure drop (Pa)
DH height (m)
~g gravity (m s!2)
~m instantaneous velocity vector (m s!1)
!!s phase stress–strain tensor (Pa)
Kgs gas/solid momentum exchange (kg m!3 s)
l viscosity (Pa s)
k bulk viscosity (kg s!1 m)
I unity matrix
CD drag coefficient (–)
Re Reynolds number (–)
ps solid pressure (Pa)
hs granular temperature
ess restitution coefficient (–)
g0,ss radial distribution coefficient (–)
ls,col collisional viscosity (Pa s)
ls,kin kinetic viscosity (Pa s)
ls,fri frictional viscosity (Pa s)
d diameter (m)
chs collisional dissipation energy (kg s!3 m)
/gs transfer rate of kinetic energy (kg s!3 m)
g gravity (m s!2), HG phase function coefficient

or cumulative distribution function
Q optical efficiency

E absorbed fraction of incoming light
S0 surface of the radiation source (m2)
u0 radiative emission direction
P random point on S0

c optical path originated from P in the direction
u0

l!c;n nth entry point coordinates of optical path c in
gas volume elements

lþc;n nth exit point coordinates of optical path c in
gas volume elements

r curvilinear abscissa in the nth intersection inter-
val between c and gas volume elements

p(c; P, u0), distribution function representing the exis-
tence probability of a given optical path c

CðP ;u0Þ space of optical paths c originated from P in the
direction u0

Tc,n transmissivity of the optical path c from P to l!c;n
Dt time bandwidth (s)
U a given function
f distribution function

Subscripts
s solid or scattering
g gas
a absorption



accurately in bubbling fluidized beds. As an instance, the
DOM used in ANSYS Fluent is based on an angular dis-
cretization of the space. As a consequence, the space need
to be discretized with a very high number of directions,
which increase calculation time without being even sure
to capture the fine radiative effects leading to the appear-
ance of hot spots on the walls of the receiver.

In order to address these problems, the CFD tool is only
used for predicting the time dependent volume fraction
without solving the energy conservation. The volume frac-
tion is later used to compute the radiative properties of the
fluidized bed and the radiative fluxes. Not solving the
energy equations is viable considering that the fluidized
bed in this study is operated at room temperature and that
the radiative source is a low power laser diode that has a
negligible thermal impact on the fluidized bed.

However, when operating a real solar fluidized receiver,
the point was made that temperature can have an impor-
tant effect on the fluidized bed hydrodynamics as shown
in the work of Chaouki et al. (2003), Kunii et al. (1973),
Furosaki and Kai (1985) or Mancuso et al. (1997). As a
consequence, it would be necessary to take the effect of
temperature into account for solving the energy conserva-
tion equations. As a simplified approach, we can also
assume that both particle and fluid temperatures in the flu-
idized bed are fixed and homogeneous in order to solve the
hydrodynamics modeling equations. The hypothesis that
no thermal gradient occurs in the fluidized bed is reason-
able in most of the bed because of the high value of the heat
transfer coefficient and the vigorous mixing of particles
(Donnadieu, 1992) (Cf. Fig. 1). However, this hypothesis
is false in the first few centimeters at the bottom because
of the cold gas inlet and at the top of the fluidized bed
because of the high solar flux. The temperature of the
bed is defined by the overall energy balance of the receiver.
This simplified approach is valuable in this particular case,
where only the distribution of concentrated light into the

receiver is computed in order to predict the appearance
of hot spots on the walls.

2.1.2. Multiphase flow modeling
The particle volume fraction is calculated using an Eule-

rian multiphase model implemented in Fluent 12 (Ansys,
2009). A previous study comparing numerical results with
our observations from experimental studies detailed in
Baud, 2011 allowed us to make the following assumptions
and set the calculation parameters so as to guarantee a
good accuracy of the results within a reasonable calcula-
tion time. The governing equations are as follows:

% Conservation of mass:
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% Inter-phase momentum transfer by Di Felice (1994):

Kgs ¼
3CDasqg

4ds
f ðasÞ ð7Þ

with

f ðasÞ ¼ ð1! asÞ!x ð8Þ

x ¼ P ! Q exp !ð1:5! bÞ2

2

!

ð9Þ

b ¼ log10ðResÞ ð10Þ

P = 3.7 and Q = 0.65 being experimentally adjusted
% Constitutive equations:

– Solid pressure by Lun et al. (1984):

ps ¼ asqshs þ 2qsð1þ essÞa2
s g0;sshs ð11Þ

– Radial distribution function by Sinclair and Jackson
(1989):

g0;ss ¼ 1! as

as;max

% &1=3
" #!1

ð12ÞFig. 1. Simplified temperature distribution in a solar fluidized bed
receiver.



– Bulk viscosity by Lun et al. (1984):

ks ¼
4

3
asqsdsg0;ssð1þ essÞ

hs

p

% &1=2

ð13Þ

– Solid shear stress:

ls ¼ ls;col þ ls;kin þ ls;fri ð14Þ

– Collisional viscosity:

ls;col ¼
4

5
asqsdsg0;ssð1þ essÞ

hs

p

% &1=2

ð15Þ

– Kinetic viscosity by Syamlal et al. (1993):

ls;kin ¼
asqsds

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
hsp
p

6ð3! essÞ
1þ 2

5
ð1þ essÞð3ess ! 1Þasg0;ss

( )
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– Frictional viscosity by Schaeffer (1987):

ls;fri ¼
P s sin /
2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
I2D
p ð17Þ

% Granular temperature:
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g ¼ 1
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12 1! e2
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ds
ffiffiffi
p
p qsa

2
s h

3=2
s ð21Þ

/gs ¼ !3Kgshs ð22Þ

Calculations are 3D and time-dependent. The time step
size used in the numerical simulations is of the order of
magnitude of 1 ms. Particles are considered spherical and
monodisperse. The monodisperse assumption has been ver-
ified viable in order to represent the sifted particles used in
the experimental setup. To prove that the particle size dis-
tribution has only a weak influence on both flow character-
istics and radiative calculations, we first proceeded to the
CFD calculation of a fluidized bed using either a monodis-
perse particle size distribution or a 3 phase diameter distri-
bution modeling the experimental diameter distribution.
Neither diameter segregation nor flow differences were
noted. Later, we evaluated the radiative properties on both
a monodisperse distribution and a log-normal distribution
fitting the experimental data. It appears that the little differ-
ence in radiative properties did not influence the radiative
calculations. Attrition is neglected as the time of experi-
ment is kept short. A standard extended k–e model
extended to multiphase flows is used. At the bottom of
the column, the gas input is considered at a homogeneous

velocity. The walls of the receiver have a no-slip condition.
The mesh size is fixed at around 10 times the particle size.

When the steady state is reached after 20 s of calcula-
tion, the particle volume fraction is read at a frequency
of 1 Hz over 10 s in different points aligned on the central
axis and positioned every half-centimeter from the bottom
to the top of the receiver.

2.2. Radiative heat transfer modeling

2.2.1. Radiative transfer in bubbling fluidized beds
When a particle bed is exposed to radiation, mechanisms

such as absorption and scattering contribute to the extinc-
tion of radiative transfer along the fluidized bed. The
spreading of radiation occurs through the interstices of
the particle fluidized bed by transmission and scattering
due to the particles. In this work, independent scattering
is considered as the particles, fluidization and light param-
eters fulfill the Tien and Drolen criterium for independent
and dependent scattering (Tien and Drolen, 1987). The air
is transparent to radiation. The penetration depth depends
largely on the geometry of the receiver, the volume fraction
of the fluidized bed and the optical properties of the
particles.

2.2.2. Radiative properties of the particles in the receiver
The absorption and scattering coefficients depend on the

volume fraction and the optical properties of the particles.
The description of the scattering in the particle cloud is
modeled using the Henyey-Greenstein phase function. To
determine the optical properties of the particles, a calcula-
tion over the whole solar spectrum (between 0.24 lm and
4 lm) is carried out using a code which is based on Mie the-
ory (Mie, 1908) developed by Mishchenko.

Even if the size parameter calculated for this particular
study is greater than 1 and thus suggests the use of optical
geometry, the Mie theory was chosen in order to later
extend the methodology subsequently to smaller particle
diameters and shorter wavelengths of light.

In the case of SiC particles, previous results have shown
that the dependency of the radiative properties on the
wavelength is not significant in the solar spectrum (Baud
et al., 2012). From the complex index of refraction of SiC
particles found in the Handbook of optical constants of
solids (1985), we can thus calculate averaged values of opti-
cal properties Qs, Qa and g. Subsequently, we performed
grey calculations where the optical properties are described
by the following values of the absorption and scattering
cross sections:

ka ¼
3

2

asQa

ds
ð23Þ

dsks ¼
3

2

asQs

ds
ð24Þ

With Qa = 0.5, Qs = 1.51 and g = 0.7 for 280 lm SiC
particles.



The stainless steel surface of the receiver is represented
by a diffuse-reflective surface with a grey reflectivity of
0.6. The quartz window is considered to be a specularly dif-
fuse and transmissive surface with a reflectivity that
depends on the incident angle. The air within the receiver
is transparent.

2.2.3. A 3D radiative transfer model using the Monte Carlo
Method

The RTE (Radiative Transfer Equation) is solved by its
integral formulation. The MCM (Monte Carlo Method)
(Metropolis and Ulam, 1949) is used to explicitly calculate
these integrals (Coelho et al., 2003; Joseph et al., 2009; De
Lataillade et al., 2002). As a statistical method, the MCM
produces reference solutions in the sense that solutions are
provided with their corresponding standard deviation. The
resolution of the RTE using the MCM allows us to study,
without approximation both optically thin (bubbles) and
optically thick (emulsion phase) media found in a bubbling
fluidized bed. To calculate the penetration depth in the
fluidized bed, absorption and scattering are taken into
account.

The fluidized bed is discretized into surface and volume
elements of homogeneous radiative properties. The frac-
tion of incoming solar energy absorbed in each volume
element is calculated by:

Ej¼
Z

S0

dS0ðP Þ
Z

CðP ;u0Þ
pðc;P ;u0Þdc

X1

n¼1

T c;n 1!exp !
Z lþc;n

l!c;n

ka rð Þdr

 !!

ð25Þ

The associated algorithm derived from this formulation
may be described as:

% A point P is randomly chosen on the surface S0 of
the radiation source and a ray is emitted in the direction
u0.
% Starting from the point P, an optical path c is generated

according to a standard random walk technique in a
diffusive medium.
% Each time that c reaches a volume or a boundary, its

extinction and its thermal contribution are calculated.
% Finally, the optical path c ends when it exits the receiver

or when it is long enough for the energy bundle to be
considered totally attenuated.

The fraction of incoming solar energy absorbed by each
surface element on the walls of the receiver is calculated in
a similar manner not described in the present paper.

The radiative model is implemented in the EDStaR
environment (Delatorre et al., 2013). This environment
allows for the use of computer graphics libraries to effi-
ciently calculate intersections between beams and any wall
surfaces. It is also implemented with parallel computing
tools and specific functionalities to produce statistical
quantities and their derivatives.

2.2.4. Calculation of the radiative transfer from numerical
particle volume fraction

As pointed out earlier, radiative properties within the
receiver depend on the particle volume fraction in the
fluidized bed. The receiver is discretized into 1 cm wide
layers in which the radiative properties have been spatially
averaged. Mesh independence has been checked. As there
are different methods to determine the particle volume
fraction from the CFD calculations, there is also more
than one way to calculate the time-averaged repartition
of radiation inside the fluidized bed receiver. For the pur-
pose of our study, three alternatives were selected and
compared:

% The first alternative is to compute the radiative transfer
in the fluidized bed from the time-averaged optical prop-
erties (i.e. time-averaged particle volume fraction). The
particle volume fraction is averaged over 10 s of CFD
simulation when the steady state is reached.
% The second alternative is to compute the radiative

transfer in the fluidized bed at different time steps to
finally average these calculations over the specified time.
In this paper, the radiative calculation is carried out at a
frequency of 10 Hz over 10 s. As a result, 100 calcula-
tions are performed and averaged to produce the final
result.
% As a third alternative, we propose to calculate the radi-

ative transfer based on a statistical treatment of the
time-dependent radiative properties. We decided to
apply the k-distribution approach to reorder the absorp-
tion coefficient depending on time. This idea is based on
the signal shape similarity between the wavelength-
dependent distribution of the radiative properties of a
gas and the time-dependent distribution of the radiative
properties of a bubbling fluidized bed.

2.2.5. The statistical treatment: The k-distribution method
Looking at Fig. 2, the shape of the particle volume frac-

tion versus time (proportional to the absorption coefficient
of the medium) has strong similarities with the absorption
coefficient versus wavelength in gas radiative species. Even
if this analogy cannot be physically based, we apply the
same procedure relying on statistical treatment to these
similar signals: reordering k using the distribution of k
and its cumulative.

The k-distribution method (first introduced in
Ambartzumian (1936)) consists of subdividing the entire
spectrum into narrow-bands of width Dt and then solving
the radiative transfer over each narrow-band. To integrate
the radiative quantities inside a narrow band, two variables
are defined. The first one is the distribution function f
which is defined in such a way that the source represents
the fraction of Dt where the absorption (or scattering) coef-
ficient lies between k and k + dk. The other one is the
cumulative distribution function g of the absorption coeffi-
cient, which represents the probability of the absorption



(or scattering) coefficient to be less than k of the bandwidth
Dt and which can be interpreted as pseudo-time varying
between 0 and 1. Thus, the average distribution of radiative
energy in the fluidized bed can be defined by analogy of the
wavelength k to the time variable t:

1

Dt

Z

Dt
UðtÞ ¼

Z 1

0

UðkÞf ðkÞdk

¼
Z 1

0

UðkðgÞÞdg (
XNq

j¼0

xjUðkðgiÞÞ ð26Þ

The main advantage expected when using this model is
minimizing the number of computations required for the
transient radiative calculations and thus reducing compu-
tational time. From the large number of time-step calcula-
tions necessary to calculate the averaged radiation

distribution, only a limited number of calculations accord-
ing to quadrature points are required. For this study, we
applied the Legendre quadrature (of the 16th order).

3. Description of the experimental set-up

The solar fluidized bed receiver (cf. Fig. 3) consists of a
gas diffuser, a lower cylindrical column containing particles
of silicon carbide and a higher cylinder-conical column sur-
mounted by a quartz window. The receiver is 45 cm high
with a lower part measuring 25 ) 7 cm, a middle conical
part of 7.5 cm and an upper part of 12.5 ) 12 cm. The
gas that is sent through a metallic diffuser at the bottom
of the column supports the bubbling fluidization of silicon
carbide (SiC) particles. The rise of diameter at the top of
the receiver prevents the particles from leaving the fluidiza-
tion column.

Fig. 2. Time-dependent evolution of the particle volume fraction for the case H19N3.4 as described in Section 4.1: measured (a) near the bottom and (b)
near the top of the fluidized bed.

Fig. 3. Picture (a) and scheme (b) of a 45 cm high fluidized bed receiver with a lower part measuring 25 ) 7 cm, a middle conical part of 7.5 cm and an
upper part of 12.5 ) 12 cm.



The measuring instruments implemented in the experi-
mental set-up can be divided into two categories that are
designed to validate the numerical calculations:

% The optical assembly that allows for the measurement of
the transmitted radiative flux at the bottom of the fluid-
ized bed.
% The pressure assembly that allows for the calculation of

the mean particle volume fraction at different sections of
the bed.

3.1. Optical assembly

At the top of the receiver, there is a collimated laser
diode with a beam expander that is directed toward the
bed. The red beam emitted by the laser diode is 4 cm wide.
Inside the receiver there is a 1 mm multimode optical fiber
sheathed and rigidified by a 5 mm glass tube. The optical
fiber can be moved along the central axis of the receiver
at different heights and propagates the radiation that is col-
lected by a photodiode (cf. Fig. 2).

Moving the sensor along the central axis of the receiver
allows us to measure the transmitted radiative flux in the
fluidized bed. The data sampling is carried out with up to
1 MHz and a precision of 10 pW. The maximum power
received by the diode is 281 lW corresponding to a 100%
transmission of the radiation. The radiative flux on the cen-
tral axis of the receiver can be measured every millimeter
from the top until the complete extinction of the laser
beam.

The data measurements are obtained when the fluidized
bed is in steady state. The mass and diameter distribution
of particles is checked before and after each measurement
campaign. For each position, the radiative flux is measured
over a minute to compute an averaged value. The percent-
age of transmitted radiative flux inside the particle cloud is
calculated from the measurement of the radiative flux at
different depths and is corrected by a calibration which is
performed on an empty fluidization column.

A statistical study which was carried out over the course
of a few days consisting of about 20 repetitions of each
measurement has demonstrated a relative error of around
2.5% with respect to the transmitted flux.

3.2. Pressure assembly

Ten pressure taps are placed along the fluidization col-
umn. These pressure taps are made as small and sharp as
possible in order to achieve the best accuracy possible.
The distance between each pressure tap varies from 12 to
3 cm to insure a better resolution where a variation of
the particle concentration is important (cf. Fig. 2).

The pressure drop between two pressure taps is mea-
sured using a differential manometer. The accuracy of the
manometer is 5.6 Pa in the 250–2500 Pa range for a sam-
pling frequency of 10 Hz. The data measurements are

obtained in the steady-state condition measured during
one minute at each point.

The mean particle volume fraction between two pressure
taps is calculated from the mean pressure drop using the
relationship described in Rensner et al. (1986):

fv ¼
DP

DHðqP ! qgÞg
ð27Þ

where DP stands for the pressure drop and DH is the height
between two pressure taps.

A statistical study which was carried out over the course
of a few days consisting of about 20 repetitions of each
measurement demonstrated a maximum relative error of
around 3% in the particle volume fraction.

4. Results

4.1. Calculation parameters and description of the test cases

Three test cases were studied using the 45 cm high recei-
ver. These cases, described in Table 1, are all featuring
sifted 280 lm SiC Geldart B particles under different fluid-
ization parameters: the height of particles of the initial
fixed bed and the number of fluidization. The fluidization
number represents the ratio of the gas velocity in the col-
umn to the initial fluidization rate of particles (i.e. mini-
mum velocity to reach fluidization). The SiC particle
density is 3200 kg m!3.

Fluidization parameters are chosen to maintain the
splashing zone of the bubbling fluidized bed in the conical
section of the receiver where the concentrated sun radiation
is expected to hit the particles. These fluidization parame-
ters also provide an efficient turbulent mixing in the fluid-
ized bed while preventing particles from exiting the
fluidization column.

4.2. Comparison of numerical and experimental particle
volume fraction

Since radiative properties within the receiver derive from
the particle volume fraction in the fluidized bed, it is impor-
tant to validate the capability of the CFD model to
describe the hydrodynamics of the fluidized bed.

The particle volume fractions, that are either calculated
using CFD tools or processed from the measurement of the
pressure drop on the experimental set-up, are compared.
The volume fractions are averaged over 10 s. The different
slices of the fluidized bed studied are defined to match the
experimental pressure taps (Ex: Slice X–Y cm stands for the

Table 1
Presentation of the different test cases.

Name of the case Particle height: H (cm) Number of fluidization: N

Case H19N3.4 19 3.4
Case H16N2 16 2
Case H12N3 12 3



height between X and Y). Table 2 introduces the experi-
mental and calculated particle volume fraction for the case
H19N3.4.

Table 3 introduces the relative errors between the exper-
imental and numerical particle volume fractions for all
three cases. NA (Not Applicable) corresponds to data

where the particle volume fraction is too low to be deter-
mined because of the imprecision of the measurements.

Comparing experimental and CFD results, we noticed
that the relative error in the particle volume fraction can
be as low as 1.7% and does not exceed 34%. As the error
in the particle volume fraction is proportionally reflected
in the calculated radiative properties, a similar error can
be expected in the calculation of the absorption and scat-
tering coefficients in the fluidized bed.

Even if the effect of this error is important for the calcu-
lation of the radiative transfer, its impact on the calculation
of the temperature field in the fluidized bed is reduced due
to high thermal mixing in the fluidized bed. Thus, the CFD
tool is considered suitable for predicting the particle vol-
ume fraction in the radiative study of our fluidized bed.
Fig. 4 illustrate the time-dependence of the solids volume
fraction from the CFD model (case H19N3.4).

4.3. Stationary and transient calculation of radiative heat
transfer

The modeled repartition of the incoming light in each
fluidized bed is compared to the experimental repartition
of the three test conditions (Figs. 5–7). The radiative

Table 2
Comparison of experimental and calculated averaged particle volume
fractions for the case H19N3.4.

Slice
3–15 cm

Slice
15–22 cm

Slice
22–25 cm

Slice
25–28 cm

Experimental 0.41 0.32 0.21 0.1
CFD 0.42 0.42 0.28 0.11

Table 3
Comparison of experimental and calculated relative errors in percent of
the averaged particle volume fraction.

Slice
3–15 cm

Slice
15–22 cm

Slice
22–25 cm

Slice
25–28 cm

Case H19N3.4 2.4 31.3 33.3 10
Case H16N2 4.2 14.8 20 NA
Case H12N3 1.7 6.3 10 NA

Fig. 4. Solid volume fraction fields from the CFD model taken at random times to illustrated the time-dependence of the solid volume fraction.



Fig. 5. Numerical versus experimental absorbed radiative flux in 1 cm
wide slices of the case H19N3.4 fluidized bed receiver.

Fig. 6. Numerical versus experimental absorbed radiative flux in 1 cm
wide slices of the case H16N2 fluidized bed receiver.

Fig. 7. Numerical versus experimental absorbed radiative flux in 1 cm
wide slices of the case H12N3 fluidized bed receiver.

Fig. 8. Time-dependent and k-distribution calculations of the distribution
of laser radiation for the case H19N3.4 bubbling fluidized bed.

Fig. 9. Time-dependent and k-distribution calculations of the distribution
of laser radiation for the case H16N2 bubbling fluidized bed.

Fig. 10. Time-dependent and k-distribution calculations of the distribu-
tion of laser radiation for the case H12N3 bubbling fluidized bed.



properties of the fluidized bed are calculated using time-
averaged or time-dependent CFD particle fields.

The experimental repartition of the radiation in the flu-
idized bed is spread over an area of more or less 10 cm,
localized between heights of 15–35 cm. The maximal
absorption per layer (1 cm width) never exceeds 30% of
the total incident radiation.

Numerical calculations based on the time-averaged par-
ticle volume fraction do not fit the experimental results.
These calculations show overestimated values of the
absorbed radiation in a smaller area of the fluidized bed.
Thus, the averaged values are not representative of the
absorbed radiation in the fluidized bed. The most signifi-
cant difference is shown for the case H19N3.4 where the
time-averaged calculation predicts a peak absorption of

70% of the total incoming radiation in only one layer while
the measured values never exceed 20% per layer. Although
the penetration depth is reduced in the time-averaged cal-
culations, the reduced depth is still 3 cm for the case
H19N3.4.

Numerical calculations based on the time-dependent
calculation of the particle volume fraction are in better
agreement with the experimental results. Compared to
the experimental results, the absorption is distributed in a
similar manner across the fluidized bed. Nevertheless, we
noticed an underestimation of the absorption coefficient
within the first centimeters of the fluidized bed leading to
a deeper absorption of radiation in the fluidized bed. This
effect is probably due to small space-dependent phenomena
(gas bubbles and particle clusters in the splash zone of the
fluidized bed) which are not accurately described by our
hydrodynamic model.

It is noticeable that predictions for case H19N3.4 are
not as good as the predictions of the other two cases. We
suppose that this is due to the position of the surface of flu-
idized bed H19N3.4 in the area where the column section
increases. To overcome this problem, it is probably

Fig. 11. Transmission of laser radiation and particle volume fraction for
the case H19N3.4 fluidized bed receiver.

Fig. 12. Transmission of laser radiation and particle volume fraction for
the case H16N2 fluidized bed receiver.

Fig. 13. Transmission of the laser radiation and particle volume fraction
for the case H12N3 fluidized bed receiver.

Fig. 14. Time-dependent evolution of the radiative power received at a
random point in the fluidized bed, case H19N3.4.



necessary to improve the CFD calculations to have a better
simulation of the particles flow in the corners and near the
walls of this complex area.

4.4. Signal treatment using the k-distribution method

We applied the k-distribution to the three test cases,
comparing previous time-dependent calculations with cal-
culations based on the spectral model (cf. Figs. 8–10).
The time-dependent calculations are made of 100 instanta-
neous radiation distributions while the k-distribution cal-
culations are made of the weighted average of only 16
radiation distributions calculated according to the Legen-
dre quadrature points. Quadrature coefficients are calcu-
lated using the code KSPECTRUM developed by Eymet
(2008) in the context of atmospheric studies.

The results demonstrate a good agreement between the
time-dependent calculation and the k-distribution method,
showing a calculation time divided by a factor 6. Lower
quadrature orders have been tested and while they
prompted a more important reduction of computer time,
they did so at the cost of a small decrease in precision.

5. Discussion

The results presented in this study demonstrate the
importance of taking into account the time-dependent evo-
lution of radiative properties within the bubbling fluidized
bed to compute radiative transfer. This statement is cor-
roborated by the experimental measurement of the extinc-
tion of the laser radiation in the fluidized bed (cf. Figs. 11–
13).

According to Figs. 11–13, the transmitted laser radia-
tion can reach and cross zones where the optical extinction
length, calculated from the time-averaged particle volume
fraction, is less than one millimeter. This result shows that
radiative properties that are calculated from time-averaged
values of the particle volume fraction predict a shorter

penetration depth of the radiation, which differs from
experimental results. This is probably due to the strong
non-homogeneity and turbulence of the medium. In the
case of a bubbling fluidized bed, the transmission of
radiation is strongly associated with the movement of the
bubbles while the absorption of radiation is strongly
associated with particle clusters ejected into the freeboard
when a bubble bursts. The penetration of radiation far into
the fluidized bed is a time-dependent phenomenon, as illus-
trated in Fig. 14. It shows raw experimental results of the
radiative power received by the optical probe at a given
point in the fluidized bed.

While we were relatively successful in predicting the
time-dependent radiative properties of the fluidized bed
using a CFD model, predicting the particle fraction in
the freeboard of the fluidized bed is more difficult. The par-
ticle clusters that are propelled forward by the bursting
bubbles are phenomena which are difficult to predict accu-
rately by using an Eulerian model. As a consequence, the
absorption of radiation by these clusters is miscalculated.

The numerical transmitted radiation, obtained using
radiative properties averaged over the whole spectrum, fit
well with the experimental results. While some wavelength
dependent phenomenon does exist (mainly for wavelengths
between 0.24 and 0.8 lm), our grey calculations are
encouraging enough to think that our work can be
extended in the field of broad-band concentrated solar
energy applications. This model could later be improved
by taking into account the spectral distribution of incident
radiation and the wavelength dependent properties of SiC
particles with more accuracy.

In this study, we proposed to treat the time-dependency
of the absorption coefficient statistically using the same
method as in the spectral properties of gases. The results
are successful, showing reduced computer time and good
modeling accuracy. However, we noticed small inaccura-
cies using the k-distribution method. This is probably due
to the choice of the quadrature points which is difficult

Fig. 15. Cumulative functions of the particle volume fraction for the case H19N3.4 measured (a) near the bottom and (b) near the top of the fluidized bed.



since the shape of the cumulative functions vary dramati-
cally with regard to the position in the fluidized bed of
the point that is being studied and also because the slope
of these functions increases suddenly and dramatically
(cf. Fig. 15). Performing a sensitivity analysis on quadra-
ture types and orders could help us reduce the computer
time and increase the precision of the calculation by choos-
ing the points to better fit the cumulative functions at var-
ious locations in the fluidized bed.

6. Conclusion

In this study, we proposed a particular methodology to
model the radiative heat transfer in a solar bubbling fluid-
ized bed receiver by taking into account the time-depen-
dent absorption and scattering of light in the particulate
medium. This model uses the MCM as well as a time-
dependent field of optical properties that was predicted
using a CFD tool implemented with an Eulerian model.
An experimental set-up was also designed to validate the
numerical predictions of the particle volume fraction and
the penetration of radiation into the fluidized bed.

We showed that the experimental flux distribution inside
the fluidized bed correlates well with the flux distribution
computed from the time-dependent distribution of radia-
tive properties while calculations using time-averaged radi-
ative properties underestimate the penetration of the
radiation into the fluidized bed. The CFD tool has proven
reliable in predicting the radiative properties particularly of
the lower and middle part of the fluidized bed. However,
the prediction of the particle fraction in the freeboard of
the fluidized bed is more difficult because the particle clus-
ters propelled forward by the bursting bubbles are difficult
to predict by using an Eulerian model. As a consequence,
the absorption of radiation by these clusters in the free-
board is calculated with less accuracy. Finally, we pro-
posed to apply a statistical treatment using the k-
distribution method to the time-dependency of the radia-
tive properties of a solar fluidized bed receiver. This
allowed us to reduce computational time while providing
good accuracy depending on the parameters of the quadra-
ture used.

Even if high temperature solar experiments (Bounaceur,
2008) and numerical calculations (Baud, 2011) have shown
that the penetration of the solar energy deep into the fluid-
ized bed has a complex and limited effect on the perfor-
mance of the receiver due to the high mixing rate of the
particles in the fluidized bed, it have been shown that direct
absorption of the solar energy on the walls create hot spots
that limit the usability of this kind of receiver. For this rea-
son, an interesting and straightforward application for this
study could be to calculate the solar radiative fluxes on the
walls of a receiver in order to predict the appearance of hot
spots that can damage the receiver. In a future work, the k-
distribution model, as it dramatically decreases computer
time, could also be invaluable to study the sensitivity to
the frequency of radiative calculations.
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